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SDMO®, 

50HZ

POWER  PRODUCTS

Specializing in the manufacture of generating sets,
SDMO® offers you a wide range of standard sets,
from 1 to 3000 kVA. Its teams, spread over 
3 production sites, have skills at the leading edge 
of the new technologies and of manufacturing
processes. Each team works on a common 
data base, and specializes in a range of standard
products, thus increasing its efficiency. 
SDMO® undertakes to supply you with a reliable,
innovative and quality electrical energy source, 
to accompany you in each of your projects.

Since its creation in 1966, SDMO® Industries 
has chosen to specialize exclusively in generating sets, 

so as to concentrate on the competitiveness and quality 
of its services. From this specialization, SDMO®

has acquired skills recognized by all of its customers. 
SDMO® is now one of the world’s leading 

companies in the generating set market 
and is committed to supplying you 

with impeccable products.



From its strong base in France, SDMO®

has developed its export business. 
Now present in over 150 countries, 

through a network of agents, distributors, 
7 subsidiaries and a liaison office, 

all established in England, Spain, Belgium,
Singapore, Brazil, Argentina, 

the United States and in North Africa,
SDMO ® devotes its energy 

to accompanying you in the successful
completion of each of your projects, 

all over the world.

Agents – distributors

SDMO® locations

SDMO® stocks

SDMO ® is committed to supplying you with the energy
source which suits you, where you need it

In order to provide you with proof of reliability,
SDMO ® has introduced a quality procedure. Its
careful compliance with this commitment has made it
possible to obtain ISO 9001 certification. For you this is
the guarantee that delivery will take place on time, with the
best possible monitoring of your order. The reputation for service
quality acquired by SDMO® all over the world is the result 
of this continuous search for improvement.
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the generating set specialist




